Abstract. Notes from the organizers of a series of knowledge acquisition workshops are presented here. The state-of-the-art in knowledge acquisition research is briefly described. Then the technology of interactive knowledge acquisition is discussed, including a descriptive framework, dimensions of use, and research patterns. Finally, dissemination of information from knowledge acquisition workshops is detailed.
At the time of the first AAAI Sponsored Workshop on Knowledge Acquisition for KnowledgeBased Systems in Banff, November 1986, the literature on knowledge acquisition was sparse, scattered in conference publications, and difficult to access. The 1986 Workshop and the ensuing journal publication of some forty papers representing the state-of-the-art world-wide changed that situation. The inclusion of sessions on knowledge acquisition in many conferences, the European Workshops on Knowledge Acquisition for Knowledge-Based Systems in London and Reading, September 1987 , Bonn in June 1988 and Paris in July 1989 , the Banff Workshops in October 1987 , and the establishment of a new knowledge acquisition journal (see below) have changed the situation even further. We now have a worldwide network of communicating researchers aware of one another's activities and an open, widely disseminated and readily available literature on knowledge acquisition.
The problem now is not so much to access research and experience in knowledge acquisition, but to make sense of the diverse and wide-ranging material available and, in particular, to apply the results to improve effectiveness in the development of knowledge-based systems. There are major impediments to such understanding and application:
--A diversity of techniques and tools that overlap in their applications but that may be either competitive alternatives or complementary partners --Lack of variety, detail, and evaluation in the case histories of applications of the techniques and tools --Lack of access to the techniques and tools outside the narrow research communities originating them --Lack of standardization in the knowledge representation resulting from the techniques and tools, making it difficult to integrate them and to interface them to existing knowledgebased systems --Lack of standardization in the forms of data required by the techniques and tools making it difficult to apply them in the same situation and compare them --Lack of standardization in the user interfaces to the interactive tools making it difficult to integrate them in an effective environment for human-computer interaction --Lack of portability in the run-time environments required by the tools making it difficult to integrate them with other systems
These are not unreasonable problems at this stage of development of knowledge-based systems. We are in the midst not only of the evolution of a rapidly developing technology but a revolution of our understanding of the nature of knowledge and knowledge processes in society and technology. Premature standardization resulting in over-rigid systems would be inappropriate and a major impediment to progress. However, we have to balance the need for integration, dissemination, and application of knowledge acquisition techniques and tools against the dangers of rigidity.
I
Shell Development Language Provide suitable facilities for the effective representation of knowledge and efficient inferences from it Prolog, OPS5, OPS83, special-purpose languages Implementation Language Provide high-quality implementation environment for complex programs with dynamic data structures Lisp, C, Pascal, Ada I Operating System Provide high-quality run-time environment for complex interactive programs with large knowledge bases Unix, VMS, Aegis
Machine Architecture 1 Provide cost-effective support for complex interactive programs with large dynamic data structures Lisp machines, Prolog Machines, Workstations Figure 1 . Knowledge-based systems virtual machine hierarchy.
--Implementation Language: at the sixth level of the hierarchy is the implementation language which actually interfaces to the computer. This tended to be Lisp in the early days of KBS, but as speed and space efficiency have become significant and knowledge representation has become better understood, other languages that support dynamic data structures such as C and Pascal have become widely used. --Operating System: at the seventh level of the hierarchy is the operating system within which the implementation runs. This needs to provide good interfaces to other programs, large databases and communications.
--Machine ArchiteCture: at the lowest level of the hierarchy is the machine on which the KBS runs. In theory, system developers should not need to know about the lower levels of the hierarchy-machine architectures, operating systems, and implementation languages are remote from knowledge processing. In practice, these lower levels are the foundations on which systems are built, and any defects in them can undermine the functionality of the upper levels.
Trends in Knowledge Engineering
The basic model for knowledge engineering has been that the knowledge engineer mediates between the expert and knowledge base, eliciting knowledge from the expert, modeling and encoding it for the knowledge base, and refining it in collaboration with the expert to achieve acceptable performance. Figure 2 shows this basic model with manual acquisition of knowledge from an expert followed by interactive application of the knowledge with multiple clients through an expert system shell. This basic model has been greatly extended by the introduction of interactive knowledge acquisition and encoding tools allowing the expert to enter knowledge directly to the system without an intermediary. Such tools can greatly reduce the need for the knowledge engineer to act as an intermediary, but, in most applications, they leave a substantial role for the knowledge engineer.
Expert

Manual Acquisition
As shown in Figure 3 , knowledge engineers may:
--Advise the expert on the process of interactive knowledge elicitation This use of interactive computer-based elicitation can be combined with manual elicitation and with the use of the interactive tools by the knowledge engineer rather than, or in addition to, the expert. The knowledge engineer can:
--Directly elicit knowledge from the expert --Use the interactive elicitation tools to enter knowledge into the knowledge base Figure 3 shows multiple knowledge engineers since the tasks above may require the effort of more than one person, and some specialization may be appropriate. Multiple experts are also shown since it is rare for one person to have all the knowledge required, and, even if this were so, comparative elicitation form multiple experts is itself a valuable knowledge elicitation technique. Figure 3 also shows the complexity of the knowledge engineer's role and some of the support tools required. Figure 4 groups the support tools for editing, display, encoding, and validation of the knowledge bases into a Knowledge-Based System Support Environment Figure 4 . Major components of a knowledge based system. and combines the various forms of knowledge bases together. It shows the overall structure of a knowledge-based system as a central knowledge base interacting through the knowledge acquisition tools, the expert system support environment, and expert system shell, with a user community of experts, knowledge engineers, and clients.
The next section describes current knowledge acquisition tools and techniques.
Knowledge Acquisition Tools and Techniques
At the workshops, papers on knowledge acquisition tools and techniques discussed manual methods (for instance, protocol analysis), automated tools (traditional machine learning techniques), interactive computer-based tools, or combinations of these [Boose, 1989] . This section concentrates on the interactive tools. One way to classify computer-based interactive knowledge acquisition tools is to associate them with knowledge-based application problems and problem-solving methods. Many tool developers describe their work in these terms. They feel that examining the roles that knowledge plays or the requirements of problem-solving methods structures tool development. This descriptive approach provides a framework for analyzing and comparing tools and techniques, shows the strengths and weaknesses of a method or tool, and focuses the knowledge acquisition process on the task of building useful knowledge-based systems.
Musen proposed that knowledge acquisition tools could be associated with specific problems or with specific problem-solving methods [Musen, 1987] . In a related manner, we have worked to classify tools with problems and problem-solving methods, since most problems are strongly linked to certain types of problem-solving methods. Consequently, certain types of domain knowledge and possibly control knowledge should be acquired to build the corresponding knowledge-based system. This idea was discussed at the First AAAISponsored Knowledge Acquisition for Knowledge-Based Systems Workshop held in Banff, Canada, in November, 1986 [Gaines and Boose, 1989] . Builders of interactive knowledge acquisition tools were asked to classify their research and the research of others in terms of these relationships. Clancey [1986] introduced two hierarchies, one for application problems and one for problem-solving methods ( Figure 5 ) [Boose, 1989] . Broadly, the problem hierarchy divides into analysis (interpretation) and synthesis (construction) problems. Generally, analysis problems involve identifying sets of objects based on their features. One typical characteristic of analysis problems is that a complete set of solutions can be enumerated and included in the system. Synthesis (generative or constructive) problems require that a solution be built up from component pieces or subproblem solutions. In synthesis problems there are often too many potential solutions to enumerate and include explicitly in the system. High-level application problems include identification, prediction, control, design, specification, and modification assembly. Identification is further broken down into diagnosis and monitoring; design is broken down into configuration and planning. Presumably, lower levels in the problem hierarchy would be sub-problems (i.e., troubleshooting and symptom analysis would be found under diagnosis), and the leaves of the problem hierarchy would be specific application problems to be solved. Problem-solving methods described by Clancey include heuristic classification and heuristic construction. Relationships exist between problems and these methods. For instance,
Specify~ Synthesis
Modify--Assemble/ Specialization Specialization Figure 5 . Knowledge acquisition tools may be associated with relationships between application problems and problem-solving methods. Representative tools shown above include are listed below (tools are discussed in more detail in Boose, 1989) .
the heuristic classification problem-solving method has been used for many knowledge-based systems that solve analysis problems and is employed in a variety of knowledge-based system development tools, or "shells" (S.1, M.1, EMYCIN, TI-PC, and so on). In heuristic classification, data is abstracted up through a problem hierarchy, problem abstractions are mapped onto solution abstrations, and solution abstractions are refined down through the solution hierarchy into specific solutions. General methods that have been applied to synthesis problems are sparse; Clancey classified these methods under heuristic construction. Usually, a specific method is developed to solve a particular problem (such as SALT's propose-and-revise method or OPAL's skeletal-planrefinement method), but it may be difficult to generalize the method. Some form of directed backtracking or cyclic constraint exploration is often used to explore the problem space.
Many problems require a combination of problem-solving methods. For instance, Clancey outlines a maintenance cycle requiring monitoring, prediction, diagnosis, and modification; this would combine aspects of heuristic classification and heuristic construction. Sometimes heuristic construction is used to solve analysis problems, and sometimes heuristic classification is used to structure portions of less complex synthesis problems.
The dashed lines in Figure 5 represent interactive knowledge acquisition tools that are associated with links between problems and problem-solving methods. Some tools are associated with high-level problems (Aquinas, KSS0), some are associated with sub-problem classes (MDIS, MOLE, SALT), and some are associated with specific application systems (FIS, MUM).
Representative tools shown in Figure 5 include:
AQUINAS--elicit and model information using a knowledge acquisition workbench including hierarchically structured repertory grid-based interviewing and testing and other methods [Boose and Bradshaw, 1987b] , , [Boose and Bradshaw, 1987a] , [Boose, 1988] , [Bradshaw and Boose, 1989] , [Kitto and Boose, 1988] , ] ETS--interview experts using repertory grid-based methods and test the knowledge [Boose, 1984 [Boose, , 1985 [Boose, , 1986a , b] FIS--tie knowledge acquisition closely to the fault diagnosis domain [De Jong, 1987] KITTEN--interview experts using repertory grid-based methods [Shaw and Gaines, 1987] , [Shaw and Woodward, 1988 ] KNACK--elicit and use knowledge about evaluation report generation [Klinker, Bentolila, Genetet, Grimes, and McDermott, 1987] , [Klinker, Genetet, and McDermott, 1988 ] KSS0--elicit knowledge with a repertory grid-based interviewing tool including text analysis, behavior induction, and psychological scaling techniques [Gaines, 1987a [Gaines, , 1987b [Gaines, , 1988 , [Gaines and Sharp, 1987] , [Shaw and Gaines, 1987] , [Shaw, 1988 ] MDIS--experts are interviewed to describe mechanisms in a top-down structured manner for diagnostic problems [Antonelli, 1983 ] MOLE--exploit information about how problems are solved to elicit scarce diagnostic knowledge and use feedback to fine tune the knowledge [Eshelman, Ehret, McDermott, and Tan, 1987] , [Eshelman, 1988 ] MORE--exploit information about how problems are solved to elicit extensive diagnostic knowledge [Kahn, Nowlan, McDermott, 1985a , b] MUM--evidential combination knowledge and control knowledge are elicited for medical problems [Gruber and Cohen, 1987 ] OPAL--tie knowledge acquisition closely to the cancer treatment domain [Musen, Fagan, Combs, and Shortliffe, 1987 ] SALT--elicit and deliver knowledge for constructive constraint satisfaction tasks [Marcus, McDermott, and Wang, 1985] , [Marcus, 1987] , [Stout, Caplain, Marcus, and McDermott, 1988 ] TEIRESIAS--model existing knowledge to monitor refinements and help debug consultations [Davis and Lenat, 1982 ] TKAW/TDE--exploit information about how problems are solved to elicit trouble-shooting knowledge [Kahn, Breaux, Joeseph, and DeKlerk, 1987] Associations between problem domains and problem-solving methods help define the depth and breadth of current knowledge acquisition research. For example, Boeing's research using AQUINAS has led them to try to build a broad link (multiple integrated tool sets) between a general application problem class (analysis problems) and a powerful problemsolving method (heuristic classification). Other successful work has led researchers to tightly couple knowledge acquisition tools to a domain problem (for example FIS, STUDENT, OPAL).
Associations in the problem-method framework where no tools exist can point out promising areas for new research. For example, can special types of knowledge acquisition tools be associated with debugging problems and heuristic classification or with planning and new specializations of heuristic construction?
A more detailed analysis of this classification, description of tools, and research strategies associated with them are contained in [Boose, 1989] . This study also lists manual techniques and automated (machine learning) techniques presented at the workshops and provides a catalog of tools and methods.
Knowledge Acquisition Tool Dimensions
Diverse interactive computer-based tools have been developed to assist the knowledge acquisition process. To help focus discussion at the first knowledge acquisition workshop, we used AQUINAS to classify the tools and develop tool dimensions. We present the results here to give an impression of similarity and differences among the tools.
Knowledge in AQUINAS is represented, in part, in networks of repertory grids. Objects appear along one axis of a grid and dimensions or traits appear along the other axis. AQUINAS helps the expert develop, analyze, refine, and test knowledge. A grid showing twenty-six interactive knowledge acquisition tools and associated analyses is shown in [Boose, 1989] .
AQUINAS elicited the following set of interactive knowledge acquisition tool descriptors: AQUINAS performed several analyses of the knowledge. For example, an implication analysis produced by AQUINAS showed logical entailments between different dimensions. A similarity analysis among dimensions showed, for example, that EFFICIENT.AND.-FAST.TO.USE was closely coupled to LITTLE.TRAINING.NEEDED. A similarity analysis among tools showed, for example, high similarity between ETS, KITTEN, and PLANET, and low similarity between FIS and KSS0 (similarity scores were produced for each pair of dimensions and each pair of tools).
AQUINAS also produced several "scatter tables" showing clusters of tools plotted on successive pairs of dimensions. A simplified version of one of these tables, domain independence vs. task class, is shown in Figure 6 . The Figure 6 . AQUINAS interactive knowledge acquisition tool scager table for domain independence vs. task class.
The table shows concentrations of interactive knowledge acquisition tools for diagnostic tasks, but the few kmowledge acqmsition tools that exist for synthesis prob;ems arc dornain-dependem.
that exist for synthesis problems are domain-dependent. Other example tables showed that, generally, it is easier to build automated tools that are more domain-dependent; that, generally, automated knowledge acquisition tools are easier to learn how to use than less automated tools; and that knowledge acquisition tools that support more of the knowledge engineering life cycle tend to be more domain-dependent.
Other patterns in the tools are apparent. For instance, some tools try to draw power using strong specific domain knowledge (FIS, OPAL, MUM); other tools try to address a broader range of problems at the expense of built-in domain-specific problem-solving power (ETS, KITTEN, AQUINAS). The few tools that address synthesis problems are domain dependent. Most researchers seem to be interested in applying their tools to more domain independent and/or harder tasks.
Success in implementing interactive knowledge acquisition tools for particular problems seems to follow success at building large numbers of knowledge-based systems in that domain. Once many systems exist, patterns become apparent that may be exploited by specialized knowledge-based system shells, and in turn, by knowledge acquisition tools. ISor example, many diagnostic knowledge-based systems exist, specialized diagnostic shells are appearing, and we see a strong concentration of knowledge acquisition tools in this area. As more specific synthesis knowledge-based systems are built and useful specialized sbel!s emerge for these kind of problems, we should expect to see more knowledge acquisition tools for synthesis problems.
2, 2. Knowledge Acquisition Workshops and Related Publications
~? are attempting to make the knowledge acquisition workshop materials as widely available as possible. The following section details the availability of publications from each workshop and from a new Academic Press knowledge acquisition journal. If you have related questions contact Brian Gaines (gaines@calgary.cdn) or John Boose (john@atc.boeing.com Aims: Knowledge Acquisition aims to provide those developing knowledge-based systems with access to state-of-the-art research on tools, techniques, methodologies, and foundations for knowledge acquisition from experts, texts, and other sources of human knowledge processes through advanced knowledge-based systems, and particularly on the elicitation and modeling of knowledge in those systems derived from more conventional sources. The emphasis is not on artificial intelligence but on the extension of natural intelligence through knowledge-based systems.
Coverage
Elicitation/modeling of expertise: systems that obtain and model knowledge from experts. Elicitation/modeling of expertise: manual knowledge acquisition methods and techniques. Apprenticeship, explanation-based, and other learning systems; integration of such systems with other knowledge acquisition techniques. Integration of knowledge from multiple experts or other sources; issues in collaborative knowledge-based systems. Issues in cognition and expertise that affect the knowledge acquisition process. Extracting and modeling of knowledge from text. Integration of knowledge acquisition techniques within a single system; integration of knowledge acquisition systems with other systems (hypermedia, database management systems, simulators, spreadsheets). Knowledge acquisition methodology and training. Validation of knowledge acquisition techniques; the role of knowledge acquisition techniques in validating knowledge-based systems.
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